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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE COLLINGTON RESIDENTS 
ASSOCIATION 

 

THE COLLINGTON RESIDENTS ASSOCIATION, INC. IS AN INCORPORATED, 

NON-PROFIT (501C3) ORGANIZATION WHOSE MEMBERS ARE ALL THE 

RESIDENTS OF COLLINGTON EPISCOPAL LIFE CARE COMMUNITY. THERE 

ARE NO DUES. 

THE PURPOSES OF THE ASSOCIATION ARE: 

• To assist in implementing the Collington philosophy. 

• To develop reciprocally sound relations among Residents, Management, and the 

Board of Directors of the Collington Episcopal Life Care Community. 

• To represent residents' views to the Board of Directors and 

Management. 

• To participate in an advisory capacity with planning and operation of 

Collington. 

• To speak for the residents on other occasions. 

• To organize and perform activities on behalf of all residents. 

• To encourage and assist resident participation in educational, cultural and 

charitable activities in the outside community. 

Financial support of the Association is received from various volunteer activities of 

the residents (primarily from the Opportunities Outlet), from individual 

contributions by residents and others, and from earnings of the  Residents 

Association Endowment Fund. 
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REPORTS OF OFFICERS OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
 

PRESIDENT: Marian Fuchs-Carsch 
 
Background to the Year:  1. Covid 
As for everything and everyone, covid 19 has dominated the life of the Collington 
Community during the past 12 months. We started with increasing concerns from 
overseas experience to the arrival of cases in the US. We learned about masking, 
distancing, handwashing, and the rest. We started zoom calls. We had Creighton closing 
up, and then all of Collington in lockdown. We were introduced to the regular covid 
dashboard and had our first resident deaths – a handful from Creighton, one from the 
cottages They all had underlying health conditions, and were deemed to die with, not of, 
covid. No-one went anywhere; the culinary team delivered a meal a day to all IL residents. 
We were so grateful to all our staff for their support, and for the 126 acres of Collington in 
which we could escape, no matter the weather, from cabin fever and loneliness. 
Residents were covid-tested once, team members monthly and the dashboard showed 
staff infections, but no deaths. 
Then the vaccines arrived, available first to Creighton residents, and then to IL residents 
whose orderly line up for two doses was facilitated by the RA District leaders with 
assistance from Collington staff. Residents were quicker to get vaccinated than staff, and 
the RA’s 1st VP, Howard Piggee, in collaboration with senior staff, instituted an incentives 
program for staff vaccination ($100 for any staff person showing proof of two shots) that 
brought staff numbers into the 70% range. Meetings continued on zoom, but meals could 
be picked up by residents, and finally at the end spring the dining venues opened – lunch 
in the Landing, dinner in the Dining Room was possible once more. There was a herd 
immunity among residents. Masks were not needed indoors; visitors were allowed into the 
community.  Some meetings remained virtual, but a few were in person. Then came the 
Delta Variant, and on went the masks indoors. And that is where we are in mid-
September 2021. 
Background to the Year:  2. Political News      
The November election brought a win for the Biden/Harris ticket that was immediately 
contested by Trump and his supporters. Attempts to overturn the results culminated in a 
violent bid to stop the congressional confirmation of the election results on January 6 by 
storming the Capitol Building. Although unsuccessful, this led to all kinds of political 
games that further poisoned the news we were listening to – significantly the efforts of 
some GOP governors to hamper first the national vaccination effort and then the wearing 
of masks to allow schools and businesses to reopen in the face of rising cases of delta 
variant covid.    
Covid and national politics weighted heavily on the life and mood of the members of the 
RA during this year and are thus included in this report. It was not a happy year for many. 
Role and Activities of the President this Year 
The RA President plays a number of roles.  These include: 

• Creating a team in the RA Executive. Only our Treasure, Ann Carson, had any 
experience as an RA Officer. So, the first thing we had to do was to get familiar with 
our roles, and with working together.  In-person and zoom meetings have made us 
more efficient. 

• Reporting to residents at Council Meetings. Excepting only July and August, when 
traditionally no Council Meetings are held, I reported out to the community about 
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interesting developments that were supported by the RA, financially or by RA 
members. I reported also on: 

• Board Meetings that the RA Presidents attends as an ex-officio member, and at 
which I get to report to the Board members about issues concerning the residents, 
their mood, ad their messages. 

• Meetings of the Health Services Alliance and the Master Planning Committee – I 
am a member and report-writer for both groups. I make paper copies of all these 
reports available for resident review now, and in the future, in special binders in 
the Archive Room of the Library. 

 Coordinating the drive for the Employee Appreciation Fund. With help from the 
Treasurer and Executive, and with great thankfulness and generosity from the 
residents, this year’s collection come to over $303,000 dollars – a record that 
reflected the extra efforts put forward on the residents’ behalf by the Collington 
staff.   

 Forging a new relationship with the Foundation. Since both the RA and Foundation 
are involved in raising and spending funds on Collington things, it was necessary to 
make clear and useful delineations between the two. This was facilitated by asking 
Sue Regen, a past RA Officer and now a Foundation Board Member, to act as our 
Liaison Officer. Our informal agreement has the following distinctions: 
o In any year, the only soliciting of funds by the RA will be for the Employee 

Appreciation Fund. The fundraising starts in October and ends in early 
December, so that checks can be handed out to staff members in time for 
Christmas shopping. The Foundation will do its main funding request in the 
spring but is also able to have a second funding request right before the end of 
the financial calendar year. 

o RA funding for its many committees and other activities will continue to come 
primarily from income from the OO Shop, its glass case sales and its estate 
sales, and the annual November Bazaar. Other funds come from the summer 
farmers market sales, occasional and unsolicited donations.   

o In addition to providing funds to requesting RA committees, the Association 
makes occasional special small grants to support new activities. In the 2020 – 
2021 year, for instance, the RA provided support for new sports and games – 
croquet, badminton, ping pong and pickleball. RA funds are used for ephemeral 
things like sports equipment, drama props, etc. Anything of permanent, lasting 
value will be submitted for larger grants from the Foundation. 

o The RA Council has to give its support to any resident proposals submitted to 
the Foundation. This support is given or rejected at the monthly Council 
Meetings. This year the RA has supported a number of such proposals 
including landscaping improvements in the 4100s and 3000s, two annual 
Outreach Committee initiatives, the purchase of a dolly with which to move a 
new donated organ, and the Interiors Group improvements for the lobby at the 
foot of the Grand Staircase. 

 Representing resident issues to Management through meetings with the CEO.   
o I meet every two weeks with Ann Gillespie, sending her an agenda in advance 

with issues that residents have asked me to raise, or that I think important. I 
also report on the mood of the community as I perceive it from postings to the 
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listserv and conversations with individuals, groups or committee chairs. On 
occasion, Ann has requests for me to help her in dealings with resident issues, 
or to pass on messages to individuals, groups or the resident community as a 
whole.   

o I meet once a month with Ann, along with the three resident board members, 
Elizabeth Gill, Peter Fielding and Linda Ewald. This proves an opportunity for 
her to hear the views of four residents on issues of current importance.   

 Dealing with resident concerns on an individual basis. An RA President can expect 
emails and phone calls at any time on any day of the week. As a previous 
President explained to this one, “There’s a lot of listening in this job.”  There was 
plenty of listening this year. Problems may be emotional or related to physical 
issues in the home, or any other concern. The President can seek to point the 
caller to the right person or place to find a solution, or frequently, just listen. 

 Communicating monthly with the RA Presidents of other Kendal affiliates, thanks 
to a zoom call started by Kendal Corp, and first led by my predecessor, Lois 
Brown. There is lots of sharing of developments at these zoom meetings, and 
between these we write to each other on items of current interest – e.g., we 
compare the number of social workers per number of IL residents; we share 
progress on opening dining venues; we talk about how to deal with shy or lonely 
people in our communities. As a result of these linkages, I was invited to visit and 
learn from the repositioning project experience of our sister affiliate, Kendal at 
Lexington.   

 
Resident Activities that were Highlights of the Year! 
These are some of the very special things that RA members did this uniquely difficult year 
to cheer, educate or amuse their community members: 

 Put on various music programs outdoors or in the Auditorium, including from old 
and newly arriving PhD-seeking Artists in Residence from the University of 
Maryland, then outside performers 

 Resuscitated the Collington Singers rehearsing for a winter performance 
 Put on three short dramas of radio plays on 972, while maintaining social 

distancing of actors  
 Secured designation as an arboretum, formed an arboretum board, started labeling 

trees, and made plans for visits from Prince Georges’ residents when covid 
permits. 

 Updated an already good Landscape Plan to attach to other documents that make 
up the Master Plan. 

 Prepared an excellent Sustainability Plan to add to the Master Plan. 
 Introduced a “Collington Conversations” program on 972, allowing residents to 

meet a few of the many newcomers that arrived during the year in some detail.   
 Resuscitated the Speaker Program with a talk from an inspiriting immigrant, Dr 

Natwar Gandhi, who rescued the DC government budget from bankruptcy. 
 Participated in the establishment of SSAFE – a group seeking to help all Kendal 

affiliate communities improve their contribution to addressing climate change. This 
is an energetic and lively group that is achieving real results in moving 
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managements to make carbon-reducing, and other environmentally appropriate 
decisions in many communities. Three Collington residents are active in the group. 

 Established linkages with Bowie State University, by participating with their 
students in a Chesapeake Bay cleanup activity. 

 Established relations between our HR Department and several departments of the 
nearby Prince Georges Community College, who are keen to place students in 
internships and graduates in jobs in our community.   

 Beautified the Arbor Gardens with yard art, and painting benches and bird houses.   
 Came together to support the efforts of many nonprofit organizations in our 

neighborhood to provide household goods, clothes, furniture and gift card money to 
arriving Afghan refugee families.   

 

1ST VICE-PRESIDENT: Howard Piggee 
 
One responsibility of the first Vice President is to lead and coordinate the Operating 
Chairs – to attend their monthly meetings, listen to the members and look for the issues 
that rise to the level of the RA executive committee. This VP also sees that those issues 
where several committees are concerned are highlighted in conversation and dialogue 
among other Operating Chairs.  
 
The Operating Committees are:  
 
Buildings  
Dining  
Fiscal Review  
Grounds  
Health Services  
Marketing  
Technology and communication  
 
Obviously, this was a very different, unusual year with the global advent of covid. Being 
governed by the local, county, state, federal departments of health, etc. each of us had to 
become isolated from the others. The focus of our committees temporarily changed, and 
all our lives were affected. 
 
During this early time of the pandemic, we remembered that some fellow residents in the 
Creighton Center were suffering with covid so we developed a program for our 
independent living residents to write general cards to fellow residents in Creighton. The 
cards let our fellow residents know that they are in our thoughts and prayers. While we 
can't know the name of any specific resident, cards were general and encouraging so that 
anyone would be happy to receive them. A collection box in the clock tower was emptied 
every two days and the cards were delivered to the Creighton Center. 
 
With the development of a covid vaccine Collington together with the local CVS held 
vaccination clinic days here. The residents quickly joined in, and the voluntary 
participation exceeded 90%. During this time participation of the staff was in the 45 % 
range. The RA exec committee worked with the COO to create an incentive program for 
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the staff. Simply put, any staff member who voluntarily presented certification of becoming 
fully vaccinated would be awarded a brand new $100 bill. This program began in Late 
March 2021 and ran through June 30th. At the close of the program approximately 77% of 
the staff had received the award. Both the RA and Collington administration considered 
this a very good outcome. 
Even during the time of relative isolation people continued to move into Collington. To 
help them be seen and acknowledged, we began a 972 program to “meet our new 
neighbors”. Every other week this program interviewed a different new neighbor enabling 
them to share their background, interests, motivation for coming to Collington and any 
other thing they wished to share. It proved to be instrumental in helping people to become 
integrated to the community. 
During the year, with so much isolation our operating committee meetings were held via 
zoom and shown on 972. I participated in making this happen. We found that zoom 
became a convenient tool however because a significant percentage of our seniors do not 
utilize computers, 972 and the printed media had to always accompany these meetings. 
As a part of the Executive Committee, I participated in interviews for hiring administrative 
positions 
 
I am grateful to the operating committee chairs and to the executive committee for their 
support during this new experience for me and this rather unusual and different year. 

 
2ND VICE-PRESIDENT: Mary Ann Curley 

 
The Second Vice-President serves as liaison with activity committees, interest  
groups and other residents performing services for the benefit of the Residents  
Association and its members. Specific duties include:  

 Participating in the Executive Committee.  
 Reporting monthly to the Council on developments affecting Activity  

Committees.  
 Serving as agent for introducing to the Council motions proposed by Activity  

Committees. 
 
Currently, over 20 activity committees and some 10 sub-committees or groups are listed 
near the back of the Collington phone directory. In addition, a group, calling themselves 
Collington Community Cares (CCC), has recently organized to plan ways of helping 
Afghan refugees who are or will soon be arriving in our area. 
 
During the past year, residents have coped with covid restrictions by becoming familiar 
with Zoom, and thus committee meetings have continued - to the extent that now, when 
face-to-face meetings (masked, of course) have become possible, some groups have 
opted to continue with Zoom as a more preferable way to communicate.   
 
Some community activities actually did occur. One of the most impressive of these was 
the Holiday Bazaar. Instead of being concentrated in the auditorium, as it had been in the 
past, tables were also set up in various corridors, in the Clocktower, the Game Room and 
in the upstairs space near the Landing. With more space to move around, residents were 
able to mingle and do their holiday shopping while maintaining social distance. 
 
Channel 972 continued to be a lifesaver, a way to keep residents involved. The Interfaith 
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Chapel committee presented Thanksgiving, Christmas, and Easter services, all 
prerecorded in such a way as to comply with covid restrictions concerning the occupancy 
of the chapel, and all broadcast over 972. Unfortunately, other holiday festivities, including 
the traditional Dickens Dinner and the New Year’s Eve party, went by the boards, as there 
was no way that residents could gather together in a large group to eat and drink. The 
Black History Month committee, not able to sponsor lectures and musical events featuring 
visiting groups or individuals, mounted a portrait gallery in the auditorium hallway, 
exhibited pictures of families of Black residents in the Clocktower glass cases and 
presented, on 972, a recording of a 2008 Collington Black History event and a One Day 
University program featuring Richard Allen and his place in Black history. The Drama 
committee found ways to continue their activities by, last winter, prerecording short two or 
three-character plays to present on 972 and, once a limited number of participants could 
gather in the auditorium to rehearse and perform, doing radio dramas live on 972 in front 
of a small audience. Ann Bauer and Steve Woodbury’s “Songs from our Front Porch” 
provided 972 watchers with a chance to sing rounds, and Don Zelman’s weekly music 
program continues to entertain listeners with the popular music of our youth.   
 
Social distancing restrictions began to relax after residents had been fully vaccinated in 
February. The library reopened for browsing, the Billiards room could accommodate five 
people, rather than one, and flower committee members could meet to create 
arrangements for the Clocktower and other public spaces. The Collington Singers, 
however, did not resume rehearsals until mid-July, nearly 18 months after covid struck. 
Because the threat of covid is not over, singers still have to wear masks, unfortunately. 
However, a December holiday concert is scheduled, masks or no masks. 
 
This past year, outdoor activities did keep many residents occupied: they got together to 
decorate the Arbor garden with freshly painted birdhouses and other outdoor items, to 
refurbish benches throughout the campus and make other improvements to the grounds. 
Cornhole toss became a popular sport in some clusters, and pickleball continued to 
attract a number of residents. Indoor activities are resuming: some committees are again 
meeting in classrooms and a small group is once again gathering to play bridge. 
 
We are looking forward to a maskless future and being able to introduce our new 
residents to life in Collington as we’d like it to be, unrestricted by the fears of a pandemic 
that have affected us so completely for more than a year. 

 

SECRETARY: Sheena Macpherson 
All the meetings this year were conducted over zoom.  Operating Committees 
continued to meet. District Leaders had fewer meetings but managed to get together at 
times also through Zoom or on occasion face to face. Minutes were kept and filed both 
in the library and online. 

 

TREASURER: Ann Carlson 
 
Treasurer’s Report for Annual Report for 2021 
 
 FY 2021:  The Residents Association maintains a fiscal year ending March 31 and 
a membership year ending September 30.  This report covers the fiscal year ending 
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March 31, 2021.   The 990 tax return for the federal government was filed by August 15.  
The operating budget for the year was $74,850.  Due to restrictions imposed by COVID-
19, many resident activities were suspended for much of the year.  The year ended with 
revenues of $29,977 and expenses of $27,396, leaving a net of $2,581. 
 Resident contributions provided a record $312,100 for the yearly distribution to our 
employees in appreciation for their outstanding services during a time of great difficulties.  
 Per the by-laws, the accounts were audited by a resident’s committee and no exceptions 
were found.  
The financial information on the Residents Association computer is now backed up every 
night by Right Networks on a cloud off site. 
 
RESIDENT ENDOWMENT FUND:  The fund originated in FY 2000 to provide future 
support for the activities of the Residents Association should income from the Opportunity 
Shop decrease.  The Fund primarily grows by re-investment of earnings.  These funds are 
invested and monitored by the Finance Committee.  As originally specified, only earnings 
can be withdrawn from the Endowment Fund unless specifically authorized by the 
Finance Committee of the Resident’s Association.  Activity is reported quarterly.  In 
September 2020 the funds were transferred to a new management firm, the National 
Capitol Financial Group.  On March 31, 2021 the Fund assets totaled $1,553,368, an 
increase of $481,096 over the prior year.   
 
 
 

COLLINGTON RESIDENTS ASSOCIATION, INC. 
Balance Sheet as of March 31, 2021 

 
  Current Assets 
      Checking/Savings 
   100.  BB&T Operating      47,542.58 
   101.  BB&T Money Market     57,963.22 
        Total Checking/Savings                 105,505.80 
  Total Current Assets                  105,505.80 
 
  Other Assets 
   181.  American Funds Income Fund                314,157.99 
   182.  Select Dividend ETF                 235,502.40 
   183.  Core Dividend                      154,575.81 
   184.  International Select Dividend                152,835.40 
   185.  Core Domestic Growth                               155,341.69 
   186.  FDIC Insured Bank Deposits                  25,737.52 
   191.  Vanguard Total Bond                         309,617.53 
   192.  Prudential High Yield Fund                              126,284.15 
   193.  Treasury Inflation Protected                   79,316.00 
  Total Other Assets                1,553,368.49 
         TOTAL ASSETS                 1,658,874.29 
 
       LIABILITIES & EQUITY 
  Equity 
   300. Opening Balance Equity 
        301.  General Unrestricted Funds  -114,723.16 
        302.  Endowment Fund    835,395.06 
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        303.  Lally Fund          9,640.81 
        304.  Office Equipment/Contingency         8,934.12 
   Total 300. Opening Bal Equity     739,246.83 
    
   390.  Excess of Revenue over Expenses    433,967.74 
   Net Income       485,659.72 
  Total Equity                  1,658,874.29 
                      

     TOTAL LIABILITIES & EQUITY                 1,658,874.29 
        

 
 
REPORTS OF CHAIRS OF OPERATING COMMITTEES 
 
BUILDINGS: John Barker 

 
The Buildings Committee, an operating committee of the Collington Residents 
Association, submits the following Annual Report for the period of October 2020 to 
September 2021. 
 
The committee of 35 members met eleven times in various ways, including zoom, in 
person, and on TV 972. Average resident attendance was 18. Administrators attended six 
meetings. Four times, member votes were collected, by email and hard copy ballots, on 
issues requiring majority approval. The elected and appointed members for the reporting 
period were John Barker, Chair, Ann Marie Rahn, Vice Chair, Barb Anderson, Secretary.  
Appointed to the leadership team were Mike McCulley, ex officio, and Helen Lauck, at 
large.  At the September 2021 meeting, the leadership members agreed to serve again 
until October 2022 and were unanimously re-elected by voice vote. 
 
Activity of the Committee for the year centered on new campus directional signs, revival 
of the tennis/pickleball courts, freshening of the Arbor gardens, continual new exhibits as 
well as meeting area and furniture refurbishments in the Clock Tower, climate action 
education, and increased usage of transportation and the auditorium. Details of these 
activities are listed below. 
 
Campus Enhancement:  Ann Marie Rahn, leader 
• Three new directional signs designed, purchased and installed.  
• All eight free-standing STOP signs and two ‘Marketing Parking ’signs are now on 
newly painted wooden posts and protected from base damage by river rock borders.  
• New ‘Pedestrian Crossing,‘ ’No Smoking Campus ’and ‘No Parking Fire Zone ’
signs were selected and installed. 
• Two new 10-minute parking signs were installed. 
• All STOP signs have been raised to the five-foot requirement. 
• Tennis/Pickleball court patching and painting completed.  
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• The Arbor Garden Refresh Project painted 13 chairs, rockers, and benches, 
salvaged nine birdhouses which were decorated and hung, collected and set in place 
donated Yard Art. 
 
 
Interiors:  Ruth Ann Schrock, Chair 
• Acquiring and hanging exhibits in auditorium and library corridors. 
• Planning and executing exhibits in glass cases in Clock Tower. 
• Christmas decorating. 
• Redecorating several "try us" units and the Marketing reception area.  
• Redecorating 2nd and 3rd floor central lounges to accommodate puzzle tables as 
well as seating. 
• Worked on and accepted grant proposal from Foundation for reupholstery of Clock 
Tower furniture and selection of fabrics for such.  
• Consultation with Christian Ramsey regarding planned Dining Room redecoration.  
• Vetting and acquisition of artwork, furniture, and accessories from residents,  
    OO shop and other.  
• Managing and hanging art collection. 
• Budgeting, billing, phone calls, meetings, e-mails.  
• Selection of incoming co-chairs, Pat Duggan and Helen Lauck following resignation 
of Ruth Schrock effective Sept 1, 2021.  
• Estimated number of residents involved—35.  
 
 
Transportation and Security subcommittee:  Diane Hoover, Chair 
• Restarted some transportation to Metro, grocery stores. 
• Sent transportation survey out to residents of what they would like to have restored 
after covid.  Received 105 replies, and many with comments/requests. 
• Meeting with Administrative personnel regarding survey results to see what can be 
done to hire additional driver(s). 
 
 
Auditorium:  Jim Giese, Chair 
• The resumption of campus activities has increased the use of the Auditorium.  The 
schedule fills quickly.   
• Users are finding improved ceiling lighting that it is dimmable and zone controlled.   
• Improved sound is from equipment bought with a donation and installed with the 
help of our IT department.  We have asked for funding for the equipment maintenance in 
the 2022 Budget.   
• The Ivy Lounge also is enjoying a similar new sound arrangement.   
• A recently donated fine organ will soon be more usable at multiple locations.  A 
Foundation grant will fund the purchase of a custom dolly to allow the organ to be 
moved.   
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• Selection of incoming co-chairs, Marilyn Haskel and Terry Drown, followed the 
resignation of Jim Giese, effective Sept 1, 2021.   
 
 
Climate Action:  Mike Burke. 
• The Walkway LED Project.  This project resulted in the replacement of burned 
out/flickering lights in the covered walkways with new LED fixtures, which should last 2.5 
times longer than the former LED lights and should save Collington significant labor costs.  
Energy rebates and incentives reduced the overall cost of the project by $30,000. 
• Replacement of Additional Outdoor Lighting. Twelve residents inventoried 
uncovered outdoor lighting for Facilities.  The Committee will be working with Collington’s 
lighting contractor to select replacement LED down lighting.  All replacements will be 
energy efficient LED fixtures and will replace a wide assortment of bulb types and 
wattages resulting in major energy savings and longevity. 
• Sustainability Plan 2021-2023.  Collaborated with Collington senior management 
over 7 months to develop 31 documented projects, large and small, that will improve 
Collington’s sustainability profile for years to come.  
 
 
DINING SERVICES: Dorothy Yuan 
 

The COVID-19 pandemic has prevented in-person meeting for the committee for most of 
the year.  But a significant number continued to meet via zoom with monthly, timely 
updates from Chris Ramsey, Chief of Hospitality services. 
 
Due to the instability in total number of COVID-19 cases reported in PG County and 
mandates by the Health Department, the types of culinary services had seen several 
changes throughout the year.  After many months of meals solely delivered to our doors, 
residents were finally allowed to pick up their own food from the dining room.  It was not 
until November that the dining room was opened for table service, although the 
occupancy was limited.  In January, when the number of COVID-19 cases in the country 
surged, culinary services again reverted to complete door-to-door delivery, which 
continued for a few more weeks.  The dining room was finally utilized more extensively in 
the months following full vaccination of all the residents in February, and in June Culinary 
ceased free delivery services. The partial opening of the Landing was also greatly 
appreciated. 
 
Clearly these frequent changes in culinary services have exerted much pressure on both 
the staff and the managers, resulting in significant retraction in personnel.  With the 
resumption of full services culinary is now faced with a competitive market for rehiring, 
preventing the resumption of full-service hours. 
 
It is without a doubt that much credit is due this year to the team members contending 
with changing schedules, and to Chris Ramsey, Stephanie Tolson, and Taimi Ando, who 
took care of them as well as the diners.  Special thanks are also due to Corinne Pearce 
who continually updated and improved the vegetarian choices. 
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     Hospitality Subcommittee: Marilu Sherer 
Due to the pandemic and state and country regulations, the Hospitality Committee had 
only one event this year. On July 14th, merry makers and Francophiles armed with their 
own beverages and snacks met in the auditorium mask-free to catch up with one another 
and sing a chorus of Les Marseillaise. Well over 75 residents enjoyed the party though 
not at the same time. 
. 
 
 
FISCAL REVIEW COMMITTEE: Julia Freeman 
 

Members: Judythe Alston, John Barker, Lois Brown, Ken Burton, Mike Burke, Ann 
Carlson, Sara Case, Charlie Clapper, Ro-Anne Dahlen Hartfield, Evan Davey, Ann Davie, 
Brian Dennis, Pat Duggan, Linda Ewald, Julia Freeman, Marian Fuchs, Richard Garrison, 
Jim Giese, Elizabeth Gill, Art Goldberg, Peggy Latimer, Laurie Nichols, Howard Piggee, 
Anne-Marie Rahn, Lorrie Rogers, Henry Thomas, Ruth Wilson, Joan Zorza. Staff: Justin 
Reeves, CFO through December 2020; Courtney Corcoran, CFO May 2021 onwards.  
Mission: Receive, study, evaluate pertinent information concerning Collington’s financial 
status, and from time-to-time report to the Residents Association Council. Study and 
evaluate budget and related proposals submitted to it by the Staff, as well as by 
committees of the Board of Directors and of the Residents Association, and report 
conclusions to the Residents Association Council. Work closely with the staff Director of 
Finance, and with the Audit and Finance Committee of the Board, to the end that 
Residents’ desires and concerns be understood and evaluated, and thereby to facilitate 
and enhance mutual understanding among the Residents, Staff, and Board.  
 
Activities: Met at 2 PM on the fourth Monday of September, November, December and 
February via Zoom. Met in the Auditorium in March, April, June and August. Documents 
for information and discussion of Collington’s fiscal status were reviewed. These included: 
current financials including covenant calculations; the Proposed 2021 Operating Budget 
and the Final 2020 Operating Budget; the first and second quarter 2021 financials; and a 
marketing presentation. Collington’s financials are sound and the $2.469 million loan from 
the Paycheck Protection Program was forgiven. There continues to be a backlog of 
capital expense projects. The annual audit (Audit Committee) of the Residents 
Association accounts was conducted by Ann-Marie Rahn and Evan Davey and reported 
to the RA Executive Committee. The auditors found that the residents doing Committee 
work are attentive to the requirements of the RA treasury and that the Treasurer is 
meticulous with Association records. 
 
GROUNDS COMMITTEE: Charlie Clapper 

 
Committee Members:  The Committee maintains a mailing list of 60. Average 
attendance at our monthly meeting is 25. 

Key Activities:  

 Landscape Master Plan: In August 2019 the Grounds Committee prepared a 
campus-wide Master Plan that was completed just as the Collington Master Plan 
process began. Collington management and Kendal Corporation determined that 
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rehabilitation of the Creighton Health Center could not be funded without the 
construction of a significant number of independent living units. This landscape 
plan update calls for monitoring Collington’s master planning process and 
assessing potential effects that could occur both during and after new 
construction. The landscape plan will also consider the critical need to rectify 
long-deferred maintenance issues that also may threaten the community’s 
marketability. The Plan has been shared with the Grounds Committee. Ann 
Gillespie and Megan Barbour have received copies for their consideration.  

 Arboretum: On April 19, 2021, Arbnet, an interactive community of arboreta, 
officially designated Collington as a Level 1 Arboretum. An Arboretum Board has 
been appointed. Thanks to funding from the Residents Association, we will label 
39 trees on Campus. We anticipate beginning fall tours of tree for residents. Due 
to Covid it is unlikely that tours for school children will be begin soon. Many other 
trees can be labeled. We’ve only just begun. 

 Courtyard: When the weather cooperates, the Courtyard is an increasingly 
appealing venue for resuming social life at Collington.  Power-washing of the 
concrete by Andre Samuel has greatly improved the appearance of the 
space.  Seating accommodations have grown with the acquisition of four “settees” 
(gifts from the pool) and cushions for them. A number of small tables have been 
added, as well. Thanks to the drainage improvements of earlier years, the 
perennial plants and shrubs seem to be thriving. Several Courtyard committee 
members planted, and tend the annuals, mostly in pots, that provide color. The 
committee wishes to express its appreciation of Andre Samuel’s attention to the 
Courtyard, especially in watering and keeping the fountain operating well. 

 Weed Warriors: The focus of Weed Warriors work is to save trees, beautify the 
woods, and outline new trails for active hikers. Our primary goal is to remove 
invasive vines that are growing around native trees; this allows the tree to grow 
and eventually shade out competing vegetation. In the process, we have 
discovered several unusually large tree specimens and placed benches near them. 
The Weed Warriors contacted Chris Garrett from the Maryland National Capital 
Parks and Planning Commission (MNCPPC) to look at the invasive wisteria 
crossing over to Collington from Prince Georges County land. PG County has no 
money to attack invasive plants but relies entirely on volunteers. As a result, two 
Warriors so far, have joined their “Samaritan” program as volunteers. Work must 
wait for most of the wisteria leaves to fall before we can tackle this challenge. 
Figuring out a safe way to cross Bald Hills Branch to reach the offending vines is 
another challenge.  

 
 Woodlands Management Plan: The Weed Warriors contacted outside resources 

for help. A forester from the Department of Natural Resources (Brian Stupak) 
visited Collington this spring and, for a modest price, has agreed to provide us with 
a plan for managing our forest. We expect a visit from a staff member this fall to 
evaluate and provide guidance for care of the 54 acres of Collington forest. This 
work is in collaboration with the Climate Action Committee. 

 Planting: In October 2020 demonstrating our commitment to improving 
Collington’s grounds, the Committee planted eighteen trees and shrubs on 
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Campus eight of which were planted in the woodlands below the employee parking 
lot. A Dutch Elm disease resistant Valley Forge Elm was planted adjacent to the 
apartment parking lot. In Spring 2021 the hedge around the croquet court was 
revitalized and a perennial border replaced the hedge in the bed closest to 
Collington Lake. The Planting Sub-Committee is currently planning for fall planting 
to include screen planting for the loading dock area and screen planting on the 
hillside between the apartments and the area outside the main dining room 
Additional trees will also be planted this fall in the woodlands. 

 Bluebirds Trail: A series of 13 bluebird boxes are maintained by Weed Warrior 
volunteers, mostly located along the perimeter road away from dwellings in order to 
provide use free from house sparrows. The work involves repairing and replacing 
boxes as needed, monitoring use of boxes during the breeding season, and 
cleaning out boxes at the end of that time. Volunteers keep track of which species 
are present, mainly bluebirds, but occasionally, house wrens, chickadees, and 
Carolina wrens. We keep track of dates of use and stage in breeding cycle, i.e., 
nest built, eggs laid, and/or young present. Any house sparrow nests found in the 
boxes are removed as these are an invasive species and compete with bluebirds. 

 Deer Management: Bow hunting by Animal Connection Deer Management team 
resulted in the harvest of one deer for the 2020 season. Very few deer used 
feeding stations. We believe the Prince Georges County sharp shooters harvested 
more than normal the previous winter from the Golf Course across Lottsford Vista 
Road from Collington property. A 2021 hunt is planned.  

Other Activities: As predicted the cicadas invaded Collington this spring. They do 
not appear to have done serious damage to our trees. The cicadas likely affected 
this year’s tree growth.  
Several adjustments were made to the Ruppert contract this year. We reduced the 
number of bulbs planted but bulbs were added on the dam and the area around the 
small lake behind the 5100’s. Spring planting of the annual display beds and 
containers was done by Andre Samuel rather than Ruppert Landscaping. This 
approach was less costly than if this work had been done by Ruppert. No pre-
emergent herbicide was applied to the turf in Spring 2021, and we did not use 
herbicides to control weeds in the planted beds. We are experimenting with reducing 
the use of herbicides on Campus. Clover and weeds appeared in the turf but with 
more frequent mowing the results are acceptable. This approach will be revisited this 
fall.  
The Grounds Committee is collaborating with the Climate Action Committee on three 
initiatives: reducing the mowed areas on Campus, converting to the use of battery 
powered lawn equipment and improving forest health.  
A $5000 bequest was given to the Residents Association from the Estate of Mary 
Olmsted and was given to the Committee because of Mary’s association with 
Collington’s Grounds. The Committee is considering using the bequest to establish 
a Meditation Space on Campus. 
The paved walkway behind the 2000’s was repaired. No other paved trails were 
repaired. 
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HEALTH SERVICES: Nancy Webb 

 
Nov 2020 
The Fitness Subcommittee was restructured with a new mission to promote campus-wide 
fitness activities, as well as to advise the Fitness Manager on the gym and the swimming 
pool. 
The Ombudsman role was reinstated. 
 
Dec 2020 
The Health Center Administrator clarified that the Manager on Duty is responsible for the 
entire campus. He or she may be at the Health Center only part time. The protocol 
concerning care of an individual or pet whose caregiver leaves campus on an emergency 
was reviewed. 
 
Jan 2021 
The Committee approved a letter developed by the Social Support Subcommittee 
requesting another Independent Living Social Worker with support staff to be sent to the 
CEO and the COO. 
The Fitness Subcommittee began setting up Ping Pong in the Auditorium on weekends. It 
also requested funds from the Residents’ Association to buy badminton equipment. 
 
Feb 2021 
The Accessibility Subcommittee coordinated the purchase by the Residents’ Association 
of new ADA- compliant benches and their installation along the perimeter path. The 
Subcommittee also conducted a mobility survey of residents and identified door sills and 
bathrooms that need to be modified for access. 
The Committee coordinated the work of volunteers in assembling COVID-19 testing kits. 
The Fitness Subcommittee fixed the temperature of the swimming pool at 85 degrees and 
secured new air temperature and water temperature gauges for the pool. 
 
Mar 2021 
The Committee asked the Health Center Administrator to reinstate regular reports on call 
bell response times in all of the neighborhoods of the Creighton Center. 
 
Apr 2021 
At the request of the Committee, the Health Center Administrator gave an update on the 
new call bell system being installed at the Creighton Center. The new system replaces 
pagers with smart phones, allowing nursing staff to respond to calls immediately and talk 
to residents about what type of a assistance is needed. 
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The Health Center Administrator clarified that after Clinic hours Independent Living 
Residents should rely on physicians’ advice available by phone and 911 emergency 
service as necessary. 
The Fitness Subcommittee reported that the Wood Shop is working with it to repair lap 
counters for the pool as well as painting and repairing the croquet equipment. 
 
May 2021 
The Health Center Administrator began reporting on response times for calls for 
assistance. 
The Accessibility Committee is conducting a survey to determine the number of people at 
Collington who use assisted devices. 
 
 
Jun 2021 
Care plans in skilled nursing and assisted living were described and discussed. 
The Assistant Director of Nursing discussed the problem of access by Collington nursing 
staff to MedStar patient information. 
MedStar administration explained its procedures for reporting lab test results. 
The Accessibility Committee contacted other CCCRs on the subject of keeping up to date 
with ADA requirements and will compile the information for management. 
 
Jul 2021 
The Committee decided to develop a monthly exception report to record the frequency of 
non-conforming medication delivery to Parkinson’s Disease patients. 
A small ad-hoc group will be formed to discuss improving standards in Care Plans. 
A Committee member was appointed to collect feedback from residents who have used 
the services of the Maryland Capital Region Medical Center. 
 
Aug 2021 
The Committee did not hold a meeting, 
 
Sep 2021 
The Chair of the Committee and the COO met to discuss emergency calls from 
Independent Living residents after regular working hours. The nursing staff can no longer 
answer these calls. Additional training will be provided to Security to respond to these 
calls. 
A Committee member will work with the COO to explore the feasibility of purchasing a 
standalone tank for individual Aqua therapy. 
Feedback from residents who were treated at the Maryland Regional Capital Center was 
reported. 
The Health Center Administrator reported that in the future all Collington employees will 
be required to be vaccinated against Covid-19. 
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MARKETING: Richard Garrison 

 

Last year, October 1, 2020, through September 30, 2021, was greatly affected by the 
Covid-19 pandemic, which severely dampened the activities of the Marketing Committee. 
Committee meetings were held via Zoom (partly to accommodate those with hearing 
deficits who rely in part on lip-reading) and generally were broadcast on 972. 
 
Almost all residents received the first dose of the Pfizer vaccine at Collington during an 
intense vaccination effort on the weekend of January 16, 2021, and then received the 
second dose on the weekend of February 6, 2021. Before the widespread vaccination 
substantially all activities at Collington had been shut down. Even after the vaccination, 
activities and some semblance of normalcy returned only slowly. The reasons included 
the devasting effect the pandemic had on staffing levels, particularly regarding culinary, 
and also Collington’s very cautious approach to returning to any kind of social gathering. 
This had the effect of reigning in many Marketing Department activities and causing 
remaining activities to be modified. A good way to describe the Committee’s activities 
over the past year is to put them in the context of its Mission Statement. 
 
The Mission Statement of the Residents Association Marketing Committee, adopted 
January 4, 2018, is as follows: 
 
The mission of the Marketing Committee is twofold: supporting the Marketing 
Department in attracting new residents to Collington, as well as welcoming and 
integrating new residents into the Collington community. 
 
The Marketing Department’s activities in the beginning substantially had changed focus to 
be mostly online instead of in person, and the few on-campus activities kept people at a 
distance. During the year the Marketing Department asked for very little Committee 
assistance. There were some drive-through campus tour events where Committee 
members would talk with prospects who remained in their cars. There was an outdoor 
hiking event led by residents on the trails. Most activity involved keeping distance. The 
Ambassadors, for example, were able to accomplish their functions via email, digital 
photos, phone, etc. 
 
Throughout the year, new residents arrived and moved in at a surprising pace, and 
occupancy remained high, solidly in the 90% and above range. The Welcome Bag 
program functioned without a break. Newcomer dinners were held as circumstances and 
social distancing permitted. The Ambassadors program was active. All year committee 
discussions and efforts centered on finding and implementing effective ways to connect 
and interact with new residents. 
 
Overall, the Marketing Committee has little to report for this past year. 
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TECHNOLOGY AND COMMUNICATIONS: Dennis Evans 

A. Technology-Communications Mission Statement 

The Technology & Communications Committee advocates for identifying and 
suggesting technical means for addressing concerns of all Collington residents.  The 
Committee provides for staffing and operating the CollingtonResidents.org website 
and three Google discussion groups (for the Committee, the website, and an all-
resident’s discussion group).  The Committee coordinates the operation of a free 
weekly computer clinic to aid residents with computer device software and hardware 
problems.  The Committee provides information to other resident groups needing 
technical assistance. 

 

Standing Activity:  Collington Computer Clinic:  

Wednesday 1-3pm; now via Zoom.  (Meeting ID: 883 4172 4992; Passcode: 20721) 

The Computer Clinic has been helping 10-15 residents per week. 

 

B.  Recent Activities:  

 Wi-Fi 6 = IEEE 802.11 ax OFDM MIMO 2.4, 5, & 6GHz (4x speed, Optical fiber 
input, higher volume.  Collington Foundation Wi-Fi Funding reached the goal of 
$250,000.  Installation of Wi-Fi 6 hardware in the cottages started 2/5/2021 was 

completed in the cottages and apartments by the of end of June.  Fiber optic 
connectivity to Collington Wi-Fi via Verizon fiber optics was implemented 
between 11am-noon on Monday June 14th.  (Up/ Down: AM 39/190 > PM 155/205.  
AM IPv4: 96.95.45.73 ISP Comcast [MD]; PM IPv4: 40.136.78.189 ISP Windstream 
[DC]) (6/22/2021 Up/Down 144/204). 

 Collington-Discussion Group: Several members of the Discussion Group, including 
me, do not receive initial posts from some of the members.  There are no obvious 
settings or permissions set incorrectly.  The cause of the problem is not understood 
and is being investigated, with no cause identified so far.        

 Amazon Alexa Networking – this is a “default participate” network change similar to 

Comcast xFinity and Electric Power Companies linked networks for power meters 
using cell towers. 

 PGAtlas.com: Boundary identification for Weed Warriors, especially the South Tree 

Conservation Easement. 
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 QGIS: Digitizing W. Preston’s 1999 Collington Tree Map (Tree type & Long Lat 
Location).  There were 1414 trees not including “Natural” areas.  Trees of 145 different 
types were identified.  The top 25% of trees are of only four different types.  Six more 
types make up the top 50% of trees.  Fifty-four tree types make up 90% of the tree 
types on campus.  The last 10% of trees are represented by 91 varieties, of which 
none of the varieties have more than three specimens.  There are 60 varieties with 
only a single specimen. 

C.  Key Items & Dates:  

 “CollingtonResidents.org” website: 

 WordPress Premium hosting has been renewed to 8/27/2022.  Set to auto-
renew on July 27, 2022. 

 WP Domain mapping to: 8/27/2022.  Receipt says, “Renews with Plan” & “Included 
with Plan”. 

 When the WordPress Premium hosting expires, the website reverts to the 
“Free” version and Chat is not supported.  When “CollingtonResidents.org” 
domain mapping expires, the website with the non-WordPress name will 
disappear with a message that the website cannot be found.  All of the website 
will remain in place on the WordPress server under the free name:  
https://luckybeez.wordpress.com/ 

 “CollingtonResidents.org” Domain Name is registered with HostGator and 
renewed until 7/21/2026.    

 A YouTube Account (Channel) has been established for “Collington Resident 
Videos” under the name CollingtonResidentVideos@gmail.com.  The videos 
are stored here and linked by reference on the CollingtonResidents.org 
website.  The account is free and does not have an expiration date. 

 See “Collington Website Access Information.docx” for Username and 
Password Information.  At least three individuals should always have access to 
this information.  (Currently: Dennis Evans, Julia Freeman, Lois Brown)  
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D.  Suggested Activities 

Computer Security for Seniors: A 48m 37s video has been completed.  It has been 

posted on the Collington Residents.org website.  

Scam: the “I need a favor…buy a gift card for me” scam recently appeared on the 

Collington Discussion Group.  The sender name has a spelling difference and the 
email address is not the one in the Collington Directory.   

Number of Scam Emails received by Dennis Evans:  2,689!  Now several every 

day – beware!) 

Internet Options for Collingtonians: A request has been made to organize a 
presentation to discuss Internet options available.  Internet access via Comcast/Xfinity 
(individual paid subscription) and Kendal-Resident (free wi-fi service included in basic 
residence infrastructure) are the current options.  Options to take advantage of internet 
service are possible via Amazon Fire, Chromecast, and Roku for instance.  VOIP 
(Voice Over Internet Phone) Service is available for more phone lines in addition to the 
telephone service provided by Collington.  Voice activated Internet devices like 
Amazon Echo, Apple HomePod, and Google Home are items to be considered. 

Address more Wi-Fi support problems: connectivity; old resident equipment and 

software; printer networking (printing on the wrong printers); VOIP phones on Wi-Fi 
networks; Wi-Fi Calling on smart phones. 

GPS Location Improvement:  Process seems to be stalled.  Tech-Comm Committee 
is considering investigating related options involving Collington committees and 
staff, as well as Prince George’s County GIS, Google, MapQuest, Waze, etc. (Uber 
app experience) Road names and mapping.  

 Locations added to Google Maps by Tech-Comm: Collington Parking - Visitors 

& Employees; Collington Parking Clocktower.  “Collington Clocktower” added to 

Google Maps has received more than 21,000 hits. 

 (Contact Ann Marie Rahn, Transportation Subcommittee) 

 GIS Mapping of Collington Campus: (GIS= Geographical Information System) 
Several GIS systems have been investigated: PG County GIS, PGAtlas, Maryland 
iMap, ArcGIS, and QGIS.   

 PGCounty Geographic Information System (Differs from Oberlin) >> PGC GIS 
MNCPPC (Larry Harris) 

GIS – Geographical Information System [Kendal at Oberlin] 

https://kao.kendal.org/life-style/arboretum/ 
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https://kaores.net/kaores/?O=kaores&I=3&P=15&C=3&B=Arboretum 

https://kao.kendal.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2019/02/Tree_walk-_legal-to-
download.pdf 

 [Note: the GIS map links on the Oberlin site would not load.] 

 

QGIS - The Leading Open-Source Desktop GIS 

QGIS is a professional GIS application that is built on top of and proud to be itself 
Free and Open-Source Software (FOSS).  QGIS is being used for detailed mapping 
of the Collington Campus: trees, landscape, trails. 

 

https://qgis.org/en/site/about/index.html 

QGIS 3 for Absolute Beginners: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kCnNWyl9qSE 

Introduction to QGIS: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WAbOR_E2xtI 

(As complicated or more than AutoCAD, progeCAD, etc., but free) 

 

PowerPoint Engineering with coordinated Spreadsheets of landscape data is likely 
to be sufficient and much easier for a beginner to use. 

 

Ohio Geographical Information System:  http://geospatial.ohiodnr.gov/ 

 

Prince George's County and Maryland State Geographic Information System 

https://www.princegeorgescountymd.gov/665/Geographic-Information-Systems-GIS 

http://www.mncppc.org/937/Map-and-Information-Tools 

https://www.pgatlas.com/ 

https://imap.maryland.gov/Pages/default.aspx 

http://www.arcgis.com/home/webmap/viewer.html?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgeodata.
md.gov%2Fimap%2Frest%2Fservices%2FImagery%2FMD_NAIPImagery%2FImag
eServer&source=sd 

Back-up Procedures to review:  Library; RA Website; Oral History Group 

 Consider widening the review of backup procedures.Email Suggestion: Janet 
Jones – Air Quality Monitor (WeatherBug Site $5k-$15k) 
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Follow-up recommendations for exterior lighting (LED, cost, architecture, astronomy 
& night sky pollution).  A Night-Sky Light Pollution document has been sent to the 
Buildings Committee. 

 TV Recording: Federal and State (MD) documents about “Sunshine” policies were 
reviewed.  Those policies consider it to be a reasonable expectation that any TV 
broadcast may be recorded by anyone having access to the signal.  Recording a 
broadcast for later resident playback via password protected links is a reasonable 
expectation for any Auditorium event that is broadcast, whether announced or not, 
for the TV operations are visible to all people in the auditorium.  A sign could be 
mounted on the AV operator’s desk when the video is being recorded for playback.  
An announcement could be made for each event being recorded but is probably not 
legally required. 

3D Printers – Shared Purchase? 

More Resident IT staff for support of Collington Computer Clinic 

Consider having two computer clinics per week, with one in the classrooms A-C. 

Increase frequency of CollingtonWebGroup meetings. 

It was suggested that the Tech-Comm Committee should investigate having an 
intern to look at website organization and search engine optimization. 

Security Locks: Building Exterior Doors; Residence Entry Doors; Other Doors.  
Technology, policies, and procedures. 

E. Tech Support for “Hearing - Vision Support Group.” 

The Tech-Comm Committee was providing technical support for the Low Vision 
Support Group.  That group has been combined with the Hearing Loss Support 
Group and is now the “Hearing - Vision Support Group.”  The Tech-Comm 
Committee will continue providing technical support to the combined group.  The 
“Hearing Loss and Low Vision Support Group” will meet in the Auditorium on the 
2nd Saturday of the month at 10 AM until 12 noon.  They are looking for a better 
time that doesn’t get preempted.  Use of other locations would mean that the 
Auditorium Telecoil would not be available. 

F.   Oral History Group  

Dennis Evans is providing support for audio recording on digital recorders provide 
by the Oral History Group 

Support includes collecting and filing of digital recordings and intermediate and final 
transcriptions. 
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Intermediate transcriptions are provided using “Descript”.   
[https://www.descript.com/] 

Current Storage is on computer “Quail” and on Dennis Evans Dropbox account. 

Oral History Group is looking for 30-year backup of digital data for a time capsule.  
This will involve different, paid storage accounts and maintenance procedures for 
30 years. 
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REPORTS OF CHAIRS OF ACTIVITIES COMMITTEES 

 
COLLINGTONIAN: George Newman 

 
The pandemic didn’t stop the Collingtonian from publishing its full complement of 10 
issues during the reporting period. Like all Collington committees, we had to modify our 
operations to conform to new realities. Because of my bias against Zoom meetings, we 
communicated by email during the height of the pandemic, and later in person, masked 
and socially distanced. 
Inevitably, much of our content was driven by the pandemic, especially during the 
lockdown. In the December issue, the late Bud Gardiner, a retired psychiatrist, gave 
advice on how to celebrate the holidays in the face of the pandemic. Jim Giese told the 
backstory of the administration’s efforts to keep us safe. He also chronicled the path to 
vaccination. As restrictions began to loosen, Mary Bird surveyed residents on their plans 
for their relative freedom. Other pandemic coverage included the shift to outdoor concerts 
by our artists in residence and other University of Maryland musicians, as well as a 
morale-boosting visit by a pizza-dispensing food truck. 
Other topics covered included interviews with incoming and outgoing RA presidents, 
observance of Black History and Women’s History months in February and March, a 
profile of the new Medstar clinic, and a feature on how the Creighton Center got its name. 
Sadly, the Creighton Center story was the last by Frances Kolarek, for many years the 
guiding spirit behind the Collingtonian and much else at Collington.  She died in February 
at the age of 103. 
The birding and garden columns by Mike Burke and Alice Nicolson continued to be 
popular. Jim Giese’s travel articles were interrupted by the pandemic but reappeared in 
June. 
Core members of the committee included Mary Bird, Sue Blanchette, Jim Giese, Peggy 
Latimer and Dorothy Yuan. Pat Bozeman’s skill as a proofreader saved me from error 
many times.  Marian Fuchs, Joyce Koch and Peter Pfund frequently contributed pictures.  
Many other residents were occasional contributors, including some 20 whose bylines 
appeared for the first time in the September issue commemorating the 20th anniversary of 
9/11. I completed my eighth year as editor. 
 
COLLINGTON SINGERS: Marilyn Haskel 

 

On March 6, 2020 rehearsals of the Collington Singers and the small group were 
suspended for two weeks because of the spread of COVID 19. Shortly thereafter it 
became clear that we would be locked down in our residences for some time. The Singers 
had been preparing for their annual spring concert. All rehearsals and performances were 
on hiatus indefinitely. 
In August 2020 a limited amount of music was purchased for the possibility of being able 
to return and prepare a spring concert in early 2021. Singers were kept apprised of the 
latest research regarding the spread of the virus through singing especially in closed 
spaces. The rate of air exchange in the auditorium was requested (a significant factor in 
assessing viral spread), but it seemed to be unknown by the current staff. State, federal, 
and county guidelines mandated that rehearsals continue on hiatus. 
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After high rates of vaccination of residents were accomplished in early 2021, the Delta 
variant was identified and singing in groups was still not a possibility. During the summer 
music was purchased to supplement unused music for a winter concert at the end of 
2021. 
Rehearsals resumed in mid-July 2021 with the goal of vocal therapy after fourteen months 
of not singing and preparing music for a concert. Singers purchased special singers’ 
masks that allowed more ease for breathing and providing safety from expiratory droplets 
that could spread the variant asymptomatically.  
With new residents moving in to Collington during the pandemic and a heightened desire 
to sing again, the first rehearsals registered sixty-five singers. The small group has been 
renamed Chamber Choir and prospective members will be re-auditioned in late 
September. A winter concert is planned for December 17 and 18, 2021 and will include 
some music learned in January/February 2020 plus new Christmas selections. 
Louise Huddleston continues as accompanist with Peter Basquin as needed. Eloise Scott 
and Eloise Branche continue to help with administration tasks.  
It is clear that choral singing is well-established at Collington. Singers sorely missed not 
only the joy of music-making, but also the camaraderie of being together and celebrating 
a community of common purpose. We are delighted that hanging microphones have been 
installed in the auditorium to improve the broadcast sound of the chorus and other 
musical performances over 972. Although the pandemic is not gone from our midst, and 
we continue to observe masking mandates, we hope to be able to bring our art to 
Collington uninterrupted. 
 
COMMUNITY OUTREACH COMMITTEE: Martha Pollick and Marianne 
Mann (submitted by Marianne Mann) 

Introduction  

Executive Committee Marianne Mann, Martha Pollick, Ann Marie Rahn, Herb Stone 

Membership: Ann Davie, Nadine Hathaway, Carol Kempske, Mary Kim, Pat Johns, Joan 
Lewis, [secretary],Marianne Mann, Sandra McCain, [treasure], Peter Pfund, Dan Phillips, 
Howard Piggee, Martha Pollick, Ann Marie Rahn, Herb Stone, Marsha Voight, and 
Catherine Weber.  

Mission: To encourage members of the Collington Community to support, assist, and 
undertake projects that foster our involvement in the larger world, especially focusing on 
children in Prince George’s County and their well-being. Grant awarded: This past year 
we received a generous grant $ 15,000 from the Collington Foundation which supports 
our projects.  

Our Projects include:  

Service to our Local Schools  

Kettering Elementary School  
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Collington residents have supported a program tutoring math and reading to Kettering’s 
third grade students, twice a month, on a one-to-one basis for a number of years. The 
schools were closed during the past year due to COVID 19. We hope to continue this 
program sometime during the coming year depending on the status of the pandemic.  

Cora Rice Elementary School  

Prior to the pandemic, ten Collington residents took part in the “Grandparents Reading 
Program” where twice a month they read to students in grades pre-kindergarten to third 
grade. Six residents have continued this program, via zoom, during the past year.  

Math tutoring  

Because of the pandemic, volunteers were unable to participate in the Benjamin Tasker 
Middle School after school math tutoring. Contact was made with the Prince George's 
Community College and resident volunteers are now tutoring adults - in - math, working 
toward their high school diploma.  

Back-to-school supplies  

The Committee has provided educational material which the teachers 
aren't supplied by the County and are often purchased by the teachers themselves.  

Holiday family support  

Prior to the pandemic, the Committee purchased Christmas gifts for 
ten needy families, five at Kettering and 5 at Cora Rice. Each child in the family received 
books, toys and clothing. Additionally, each family was given a $100.00 gift certificate to 
Giant Foods. This will be continued this Christmas.  

Service to our Greater Community  

Support of the Community Place Café Community Place Café in Hyattsville, Md.  

Prior to the pandemic, Collington’s kitchen prepared a full meal every other month at the 
Café. With Governor Hogan’s stay-at-home order, the Café ended serving at the Café. 
Since then, the request has been to provide food cards. The Collington Foundation’s 
grant has provided $3,000 to purchase food cards.  

Support for the Bowie Interfaith Pantry and Emergency Aid Fund.  

The Pantry stayed open during the pandemic and has seen a tremendous Increase in the 
number of new families coming for food. They anticipate this will be the case for many 
months to come. The Committee invited residents to donate food staples and toiletries. 
Hampers are provided outside the library. Approximately 5-8 large bags of non-perishable 
items were taken to the Bowie Pantry several times per month. The Collington 
Foundation’s grant provided $3,000 to the Bowie Interfaith Pantry and Emergency Aid 
Fund.  
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Support for men’s homeless shelters.  

During the year, a group of Collington residents knit scarves and hats which are donated 
to several men’s shelters in the area. A member of the Outreach Committee purchases 
heavy duty wool socks and gloves to add to the scarves and hats. These packages are 
given out at Christmas.  

Summary  

The Community Outreach Committee feels that upon reviewing the above projects, we 
have fostered our commitment to the larger community and have made a positive impact 
at two Prince George’s Elementary Schools.  

CREATIVE ARTS COMMITTEE: Maja Keech 

Mission and goals:  To encourage and facilitate resident participation in the arts, provide 
an environment in the Creative Arts (CA) room that is conducive to creativity and promote 
the creative arts. 

Active groups include Pottery, Beading, Camera Corner, Textile Arts, and Knitting and 
Crocheting. Independent artistic work is also encouraged in the CA room, which is never 
locked. 

The Pottery Group is restarting, thanks to a new resident who will be our kiln master for 
our rebuilt kiln, https://skutt.com/products-page/ceramic-kilns/km-1027/ , which 
the CA committee purchased before the pandemic.  Seventeen residents are interested in 
pottery making. 

SAGE classes:  Studio Art Sage classes have not been coming to the Creative Arts Room 
yet because of the pandemic. 

DRAMA COMMITTEE: Katie Courtice Basquin & Pat Howard 

On March 3, 2020 ---  The Committee was in rehearsal for a staged reading, “Samantha 
Rastles the Woman Question,” to have been presented coordinately with the Women’s 
History Committee later that month. 

That production certainly didn’t happen.  After a few months of enforced idleness, the 
Drama Committee pivoted to video and Zoom presentation, in order to bring some 
needed inspiration to the Collington community.  Accordingly, “Samantha Rastles the 
Woman Question” was rewritten by Katie Basquin as a two-scene Zoom presentation, 
with Marilyn Haskel as Samantha, Don Zelman as her husband, and Dick Garrison as a 
senator, and presented on Channel 972 on January 9.   

Other productions followed:   

With Samantha, we inaugurated a series on Channel 972 called Sunday Matinees. 
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 March 28 - The Gift - taped in the auditorium, directed by Grant Bagley, and aired 
on 972. Five actors, six scenes - each scene a one-person monologue which was 
part of a connecting story line 

 April 25 - I'm Herbert, a one-act play plus two monologues. All three were directed 
by Maja Keech, taped outdoors by Grant Bagley and aired on 972 

 May 23 - Out of this World - a radio drama from 1953, directed by Tom McCain. 
Performed on stage in the auditorium and aired live on 972 

 June 27 - Cabin B-13 - a radio drama from 1941, directed by Tom McCain. 
Performed on stage in the auditorium and aired live on 972 

All this activity was accomplished despite the fact that the Drama Committee held no 
meetings between Feb. 27, 2020 and Feb. 11, 2021. Meetings for Feb - May of 2021 
were held via Zoom; we returned to in-person meetings in June. 

Other endeavors: the Drama Committee is represented on the Auditorium Committee by 
the following members, some of them attended on behalf of other committees as well: 
Tom McCain, Marilyn Haskel, Jeannie Bessmer, Dick Garrison, and Pat Jones. The 
technical facilities of the Auditorium and Channel 972 are in the process of being 
upgraded to allow for more professional and satisfying broadcast presentations; a new 
Bose sound system is in the testing stages this month.  

Our ongoing discussions about future project are very much pandemic-dependent.  Some 
possibilities include:  

 Presentation of a play called Salt and Pepper, consisting of seven short “two-
handers,” that could be done either live in the Auditorium or via Zoom on 972 (or 
some amalgam of both media). 

 A “Trivia Night” when conditions permit 
 More “radio dramas,” similar to those last Spring.  Questions as to the format that 

have been raised within the Committee need to be resolved. 
 Non-staged readings of one or more excerpts, or other short one-acts, but certainly 

not before first quarter 2022 at the earliest. 

 
FLOWER COMMITTEE: Pat Howard 

The flower committee efforts have ebbed and flowed according to the restrictions 
demanded by the pandemic. For the holidays in 2020, we were unable to hold our usual 
workshops during which we prepare arrangements for the public areas of the Clocktower 
building. But not to be deterred, we met in approved small groups in the flower room and 
produced a scaled down version of the usual decorations.  

In the spring, as restrictions loosened up, we gradually returned to our usual areas for 
flower arrangements. As soon as dinner was served in the dining room, groups of 
volunteers again placed flowers on each table. Sadly, we have not been able to expand 
into the Creighton Center dining areas as yet. 

Due to supply problems, the price of flowers has increased, but we are once again the 
recipients of funeral flowers collected from nearby funeral homes by a team of drivers and 
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processed by committee members, which has eased our budget. Several members have 
grown summer flowers and collected greens on campus for our use, which has also 
saved money. 

We are committed to keeping our community beautiful with fresh flowers in spite of 
temporary and changing restrictions. 

FRAME SHOP: Don Collins and Bob Milford 
The calendar year 2020 and 2021 has again been challenging for the Frame Shop. The 
onset of Covid-19 mandated our close in mid-March 2020. With the departure of both Bob 
Milford and Pete Stark the framing operation continues, on a limited basis, with one 
framer. As a result regular "open hours" have been suspended, and at this point 
appointments for one's framing needs may be made, as indicated by posted signage on 
the frame shop door. At present, the backlog has been completed, and refinements are 
being made to the shop's work areas. 
 
In spite of the Covid shutdown, the Frame Shop has given to the RA a donation of $2800.   
This facility still remains the only CCRC offering residents an opportunity for custom 
framing right at their front door. 
 
GARDEN COMMITTEE: Mike McCulley 

 

The Garden Committee’s activities are cyclical and follow the seasons. In the spring we 
plant plugs which are supplied by professional growers. These are lovingly cared for by a 
huge number of committee members over about a six-week period. Residents pre-
ordered in the fall, dictating the number and variety of plugs we purchase. Following 
distribution to them, we sell the remaining plants at a PLANT SALE in late May. This 
provides a wide variety of mostly annuals and some veggies to our residents for planting 
around their residences and in their gardens.  
 
Also in the spring, beds at the hilltop garden and the raised beds by the greenhouse are 
assigned to residents who want to get a little dirt under their finger nails, and perhaps in 
the process grow many varieties of vegetables – beans, cukes, gourds, tomatoes, 
peppers and even some American paw paw! All of the beds were spoken for at the 
beginning of the summer. As a result, we constructed an additional raised bed, financed 
by the generosity of the Collington Foundation and RDI Construction Company. When the 
produce is more than the gardeners can use, we hold a FARMERS MARKET where 
residents can get very fresh produce for which they make a voluntary contribution. When 
conditions are right, we are able to provide the Flower Committee with zinnias and other 
flowers for their arrangements. 
 
In the fall, most of the beds go into a resting mode, and are cleaned up, in anticipation of 
being rototilled in the coming spring. It is at that time that plugs, seeds and growing 
supplies are ordered for the following spring. The Garden Committee then hibernates for 
a couple of months and the cycle starts all over again. 
 
An expanded dimension to our committee this year is a composting enterprise, led by 
Terry Maguire. It is centered in the Hilltop Garden area and produces compost that is 
available to all residents, for the taking. 
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Like many activities committees, the Garden Committee is made up of residents who 
enjoy their hobby. It just happens that these folks enjoy growing plants. Some are doing it 
for the first time in their lives, others have been growing things forever. And we never stop 
learning how to improve on what we are doing. We try to be an inclusive group. 
Experienced or not, if you would like to try your hand at gardening, please let us know and 
we will try to accommodate your needs. 
 
HOBBY SHOP: Jim Florini 
No Report 
 

INDIGENOUS AWARENESS COMMITTEE: Susan Wolf 
During the pandemic the Indigenous Awareness Committee continued to meet, both on 
Zoom and outdoors as protocols permitted.  We undertook several initiatives: 
 
When asked by the Library Committee, we recommended non-fiction book titles on Native 
history which were purchased. 
 
We purchased the books needed to complete Louise Erdrich’s “Love Medicine” series for 
the Collington library. 
 
We researched the possibility of attending a local Native event such as a festival or 
powwow, and identified several options.  Committee members plan to attend a local 
powwow and/or festival this year (if it is held) and decide if it would be possible to request 
a Collington trip to the event next year. 
 
We continue to work on establishing a connection with the Piscataway Nation, the nearest 
recognized tribal Nation.  We hope to invite an elder to speak with us. 
 
We share resources within the committee, and with the wider Collington community.  For 
example, during the pandemic we shared articles and access to free streaming films on 
Native issues with the community, both on the list-serve and in the Courier. 
 
Once we were able to gather in person, we scheduled our first event, a showing of the 
film “The Doctrine of Discovery:  Unmasking the Domination Code”.  The film was well-
attended and provided new information to those who attended.  Discussion followed.  We 
are planning to have one event per month, provided we are able to gather in person.  We 
are looking forward to Dan Smith’s presentation on the Bozeman Massacre, an historic 
event that took place in Montana. 
 
As a committee, we sent letters of our support to Senator Elizabeth Warren and 
Representative Deb Haaland for the establishment of a Truth and Reconciliation 
Commission to heal the trauma of the Indian boarding schools.  We hope this 
Commission will be an effective effort to share a more accurate history and bring about 
needed healing. 
 
We are looking forward to engaging with the Collington community in the coming year. 
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INTERFAITH CHAPEL: Merritt Edner 
 

MISSION SPIRITUAL GOALS TO: 
 Assure that the interfaith chapel serves all the residents and staff as a center 
For meditation, spiritual renewal, and services of worship based on an inter- 
faith concept. 
 
 Offer opportunities for worship, to members of any faith group by arranging 
Services open to everyone. 
 
Facilitate the use of inter-faith chapel for worship services, educational programs 
And bible study, memorial services and funerals, Chanukah and Passover service and 
dinner and serve as liaison contact for religious activities carried out within 
The Collington campus. 
 
The chapel hosts weekly and monthly services for religious communities and groups. 
 
The chapel hosted Thanksgiving diversity, lessons and carols for Christmas, New Years, 
Ash Wednesday, and Easter vigil services, along with the memorial wall set up in the 
hallway near the chapel and a memorial service remembering all who died during 
the last year and recognizing all who had passed here since the beginning of Collington.   
 
Chapel Use Guidelines 
Since covid we developed chapel rules to work toward a safe reopening of our chapel.  
We keep track of all groups who utilize the chapel including funerals and memorial 
services held on campus. We are looking forward to an old-fashioned hymn sing in 
November as well as another at Thanksgiving.   
 
Again, we wish to thank the officers, and the many volunteers who work with us to 
advance faith through the Collington community.  
 
KALEIDOSCOPE COMMITTEE: Nancy Brown and Ann Davie 
 

Building upon the general appreciation of the 2020 issue of the inaugural Collington arts 
magazine Kaleidoscope, the Editorial Board reconvened to plan for another edition, re-
emphasizing our intention that the magazine reflect Collington's diversity of backgrounds, 
interests, and especially artistic talents. The 2021 Editorial Board included Nancy Brown 
(literary editor), Ann Davie (managing editor), Frances Kolareck (until her untimely death), 
George Newman, Joyce Garrison (visual arts editor and connector to the printer), Maja 
Keech, Marilyn Meek, (financial manager), Ed Robbins, and Susan Wolf, with Pat 
Bozeman as final proofreader. 
 
Kaleidoscope will be an annual publication. Both residents and staff were encouraged to 
submit up to three entries digitally of visual arts and of literary arts, aiming for 650 words 
for essays.  Selections were made by the editors, after using the Courier and posters to 
advertise for submissions of both essays and photographs of artistic/craft pieces. 
 
Hundreds of hours were spent by editors on receiving and reviewing entries. We 
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reiterated the challenge that writing be short pieces with an "aha" moment of learning and 
interest, using many styles: a selected piece of a memoir, short stories, and poetry. In the 
visual arts we encouraged photography, drawing, painting, ceramics, and photos of crafts.  
A new medium - digital manipulations on the computer - resulted in a striking cover. 
Different editors worked with authors and other artists as needed. 
 
We were thrilled that 48 contributors were selected, including five staff members, for a 36 
page issue; there were a number more whose work was appreciated but not selected.  
Joyce Garrison received visual arts entries and set up a system of recording them, so that 
the Visual Arts subcommittee could meet on Zoom with screen sharing.  Nancy Brown 
received literary entries and transmitted them to the Literary subcommittee.  The final 
selections were agreed upon by all eight editors.  Marilyn Meek managed financial issues 
and the application to the Collington Residents Association for funding, which became, in 
effect, the producer of Kaleidoscope. Ann Davie managed meeting schedules, sat with 
both subgroups in selecting finalists, encouraged the group to refine editorial policy, and 
reviewed or wrote Courier entries. 
 
Covid-19 had an effect on the timing for printing the final proof, requiring a 
change in printers and a delay of two months, to an early August printing.  
Six hundred copies were printed, over 100 of which were requested by 
Administration, Marketing, and Human Resources departments, with promises to cover 
the price of $5 each. Every resident in independent living and most within 
the Creighton Center received a copy.   Contributors and Editorial Board 
members each received two copies.   Extra copies were available for sale by 
Board members and at the 2021 Fall Bazaar. Further, it was requested in 
the Courier that residents who preferred to relinquish lightly used copies 
could place them in a box at the front desk.  To avoid simply placing copies 
in mailboxes, we continued the practice of distributing by Housing Leaders:  this was 
successful for all but two clusters, and that plan will be reviewed. 
 
We were delighted with the wide appreciation throughout the community for this second 
edition of Kaleidoscope, and the Editorial Board celebrated in September as we look 
forward to a new year. 
 

LIBRARY COMMITTEE: Barbara Fairchild 
 

A total of 28 residents volunteered to train on various jobs in the library so we could be 
open from 10:30 AM until 3PM, Monday through Friday. Their main duties included: greet 
people, have them sign in for contact tracing, use hand sanitizer, assist if they need help 
to find books and/or sign the books out. This is important for those residents restricted to 
scooters, walkers, limited eyesight. 
A book cart is permanently located outside the library door for donations.  Books in any 
condition are now accepted since so many residents needed a way to get rid of books.  
Many books that are either duplicates of books already in the collection or are on subjects 
not currently in our collection are placed on the windowsill.  The money box has provided 
additional funds for new book purchases. 
Residents are encouraged to submit suggestions for new books.  There has been a good 
response to this.  Record is kept of those who has requested books and calls are made to 
the resident to let them their book suggestion is ready to be picked up. 
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Where we are now: 
~ The Periodical Room is now open round the clock.  Residents donate magazines and 
newspapers.   A computer and magnifier are also available. 
~It is not known, when or ever, there has been an inventory of the entire book collection.  
Small collections are now done with plans to do the larger collections of fiction and 
mysteries.  This is being conducted by 3 volunteers. 
~A Reader Review notebook is located at the sign-out table. 
 
Future plans (depending on the virus situation): 
We hope to expand the library open hours.  This may require additional staffing. 
 
 
 
NEIGHBOR TALKS: Tom McCain 
 
Committee members: Denise Bunting, Zora Hesse, John Lees, Helen Swensen 
 

Speakers are invited to share topics important to them: autobiographical or experimental 
in nature or revolving around particular centers of interest. Talks are generally thirty to 
forty minutes followed by a question-and-answer time. 
 
This year’s schedule was truncated by Covid19 but every presenter who was cancelled 
agreed to join the 20-21 schedule. 
 
 
Date                            Speaker *                     Topic** 
  
October 16                  *Taimi Amo   **Their national origins and plans after 
                                      Sheena Ashuh     Collington 
        John Fofana                  
 
November 20               Brian Dennis                Years of his research with NASA 
 
December 18               Peter Basquin               Reflections on his career as concert pianist 
 
January 15                    Peter Sherer           **Modern job searching and roles for  
          grandparents    
     
Covid19 ended the series... 
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OPPORTUNITIES OUTLET: Louise Huddleston 
REPORT FOR FISCAL 2021 ENDING MAR CH 31, 2021:  The net profit of the Opportunity 
Outlet was $23,995.56. This includes expenses which are reported separately on the 
Resident’s Association Treasurer’s Report, and the 3 months the Shop was closed due to 
the pandemic. 
 
For the five months, April through August, the Opportunity Outlet net profit was 
$16,049.28. 
This does not include any expenses incurred in August 2021, which have not been 
reported to me. 
 
  
POETRY GROUP:  Dan Kelly Collington’s Poetry Group did not meet this year due 
to the Covid-19 pandemic. We will resume our regular monthly schedule when it is safe to 
do so.  
 
RECREATION 
 Billiards (Pool Room): Denny Klass 

The billiards room was completely closed for much of the pandemic lockdown. It took a 
while for the momentum to build in getting play started again. We are now open with 
announced play on Tuesday and Thursday after noon and informal gatherings of players 
at other times, as well as individuals practicing. At this time not having families coming for 
Sunday Brunch means that we don’t have the grandparent – grandchildren games that 
have been such a wonderful part of the table use. This might be a good time to brush up 
your game so that you can impress the kids when families can visit again. 
 
The table that was refurbished in 2017 is in good shape. It has blue felt because research 
showed that is the best color for aging eyes.  
 
Billiards is a fun, social activity at Collington. There are no sharks. In the five years I have 
been here, it is mostly people who have not played since they were in college or the 
service and many have never played before. There is a lot of experimentation on how to 
play with our aging bodies, especially eyes that don’t focus well and arthritic hands that 
cannot hold the cue like they used to.  
 
You will find the billiards room through the French doors at the glass cases on the same 
hallway as the Library. The room is always unlocked. Drop by and shoot some balls 
yourself if you want to see how it feels again.  Cue sticks are in the rack and balls in a 
wooden box on a side table. Replace the cover when you finish.  
  
 Hospitality: Marilu Sherer 

Due to the pandemic and state and country regulations, the Hospitality Committee had 
only one event this year. On July 14th, merry makers and Francophiles armed with their 
own beverages and snacks met in the auditorium mask-free to catch up with one another 
and sing a chorus of Les Marseillaise. Well over 75 residents enjoyed the party though 
not at the same time. 
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 Pickleball Group: Ann Marie Rahn 
All patching and painting of the two courts are complete. 
There is scheduled play Tuesday, Thursday and Sunday mornings.  Drills on Tuesday 
usually has 4 - 6 players with 3 - 8 players other days. 
We have added a new beginner player this year. 
 
  
SPEAKERS COMMITTEE: Glen Johnson 
 

The Speakers Committee has been largely inactive during the period under review due 
the the Covid Pandemic.   
 
Our last speaker pre-pandemic was here for a program on February 12, 2020.  At that 
time we had three other speakers lined up — for March 11, April 2 and June 10.  All three 
of them had to be postponed due to Covid constraints.  
 
I am happy to say that all three of these postponed speakers have now been rescheduled 
and we have three others on tap as well.  The first of the rescheduled speakers was here 
on September 8, 2021.  The other three will appear before the end of the calendar year.   
 
So, for the period under review (which I take to be October 1, 2020 through September 
30, 2021), we have sponsored only one speaker, but we have been busy arranging and 
rearranging speakers.  Now that Covid restrictions have eased somewhat, we expect to 
be busier for the coming year, 2021-2022. 
 
The current members of the committee are Glen Johnson, Chair, Sue Embree, Bonnie 
Cronin, Sipra Johnson, Peter Pfund, Don Zelman, and Henry Thomas.  During the period 
under review, we have lost two valued committee members, Jeanne Barnett who 
transitioned to the Creighton Center and Paul Carrington who passed away.  Both were 
long time members of the committee and will be really missed. 
 
TRIPS COMMITTEE: Jeannie Block Bessmer 
 

The RA Trips Committee did not meet after September 1, 2020 until April 6, 2021. 
Because of the pandemic, venues were closed and Collington was not taking any trips. In 
fact, the last Collington trip was to the Kennedy Center on February 28, 2020. 
 
All Trips Committee meetings were over Zoom beginning on April 6. Since that time, 
several decisions have been made: the cost of transportation to a 30-mile destination will 
be $15 round-trip, and to a 50-mile destination, $20; residents who sign up for a trip and 
then have to cancel, would have 72 hours to cancel; Jeannie Bessmer offered to continue 
in her position as Chair of the Trips Committee and with no objections, she will continue 
from October 2021-September 2022. 
 
An extensive Trips Survey requested by Megan Barbour, Chief Operating Officer, for all 
residents was done in late May 2021, created by Jeannie Bessmer and resident Elaine 
Murrell. Ninety surveys were returned by residents. Then Gene Davis, Interim Director of 
Facilities, requested another Trips Survey at the end of the summer; he was given the 
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results of the first survey. 
 
A Trips Committee meeting was held on July 6, 2021, to discuss planning a trip to the 
National Museum of Women in the Arts on July 27. This museum was going to close on 
August 8 for about two years of renovation. Anne Headley, a resident at Collington, 
volunteered to lead the group of 14 residents since she had been a docent at the museum 
for about 20 years. William Mosby, Collington Transportation Coordinator, made this 
possible by arranging to take this trip on a day that did not require driving to many 
doctors’ appointments. 
 
At the last RA Trips Committee meeting on September 14 before the new fiscal year 
began, committee members were told by Karen Cheney, the Staff Liaison to the 
committee and Chief of Administration, that Collington Administration had arranged to 
provide transportation to the first Arena Stage production on September 28. She added 
that every effort would be made to arrange transportation for the National Symphony 
Concerts too, starting in September. 
 

WOMEN’S HISTORY MONTH COMMITTEE: Bonnie Cronin & 

Heather Huyck 
No report 

 
WOOD SHOP: Susan Wolf 
 
In 2021, the Wood Shop created a new leadership team: 
 Chair -Terry McGuire 
 Vice Chair - Terry Drown 
 Treasurer - Ann Marie Rahn 
 Secretary - Susan Wolf 
 Member-at-large - Anne Chase 
 
The leadership team realized that the shop guidelines needed an overhaul for clarity and 
safety of shop users.  The use of potentially dangerous machinery requires training and 
monitoring, and so access to the shop cannot be completely open and unsupervised.  
While the shop is a resource available to all Collington residents, the new guidelines 
clarify the process for receiving the necessary training and on using the shop and 
machines.  The new guidelines protect the safety of residents using the shop. 
 
Grant Bagley, who had long been a vital member and chair of the Wood Shop, left 
Collington in August to join family in Salt Lake City, Utah.  His expertise and contributions 
to the Wood Shop and to the larger community will be sorely missed.  The Wood Shop 
has named the refinishing room “The Grant Bagley Refinishing Room” in his honor. 
 
The Wood Shop instituted new programs which include: 
   The sale of small hardware items such as screws, nuts, bolts. 
   The purchase of a tool kit that is available for residents to borrow 
   The refurbishment of wind chimes  
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The shop is continuing to work on reorganization and clean-up of the machine room and 
the refinishing room.  We want to have all items in order, to make sure all storage is well-
labeled, and have all supplies usable and up-do-date. 
 
The Wood Shop continues to provide services for residents such as lamp repair, furniture 
refinishing and repair, tool and knife sharpening, and wind chime restoration.  For this, the 
shop asks for a donation to cover time spent and supplies or parts purchased to support 
the Wood Shop in continuing to provide these services.  
 
In addition, the wood shop assists and supports other campus organizations at no 
charge:  Furniture repair or refinishing for the Interiors Committee, tool sharpening and 
winterizing for the Weed Warriors and Garden Committee, repair and 
repainting/refinishing of bird houses and wind chimes for Arbor Gardens, repair and 
repainting of the croquet set for the Fitness Committee, priming and painting posts for 
campus signage, and restoration of benches for the trails and walkways. 

 

CREIGHTON CENTER LIAISON: Linda Meade 
 
The Creighton Center has had many openings and closings in the past year. Natalee 
Zimmerman is working hard to keep the programs for the residents up and running. 
Visitors have had multiple instructions on coming or staying away. As of now, visitors can 
visit if they check in first with Security and then with the appropriate nurses station. 
Some new programs are in the works to further Il help in the Creighton Center. 
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REPORTS FROM DISTRICT REPRESENTATIVES 
 
1ST FLOOR: Bob and Kathy Reed 
Sadly, George (Bud) Gardiner, our floor leader for several years, had to resign this spring 
as he and Rita moved to a new community and he later passed away. In addition, 
Frances Kolarek, Merle Van Horne, Marion Abbott, Harold Abbott, Thomas Pollick, H.D. 
Kim and Reza Jascourt also passed. On a positive side, we were able to begin in person 
meetings starting with a social gathering on the Ivy Lounge patio in May with food and 
music contributed by our members. In the Fall we continued with an in person meeting in 
the Auditorium with Barbara Fairchild and Pat Johns speaking about the many Library 
resources. Also this year, Bob Reed and Kathy Devlin-Reed, Lily Moureaux, Ben 
Schuster and Yen Lam, Judith Young, David Fry and Irene Wood moved in to the First 
Floor. 

  

2ND FLOOR: Sue Evans  
Life is getting better on the second floor. We have survived a pandemic.  
We held our first regular floor meeting on September 2, 2021, since the beginning of the 
pandemic in March of 2020, with 28 residents present.  
When the pandemic began, we had a census of 44 residents. We began September of 
2021 with a census of 40 residents. 
We mourned the loss of several neighbors. Dora Holton, Penelope Stitt, Marty Laties, 
Buck Alstone, Gerry Burdett, Martha Smith, and Constance Hammond. 
Our friend Pete Stark moved on to new home in Annapolis. 
We welcomed several neighbors. Ethel Kramer, Barbara Morris, Leslie Welch, Marilyn 
Filemyr, and June Fair. 
Life has returned to almost normal, and we are all grateful to be living at Collington. 

 
3RD FLOOR: Dick Neff 

Joan Zorza has talked with me about being the floor leader for the third floor since she 
plans to move to Iowa in a few months. Since I am such a new resident at Collington I did 
not know if I should accept the position, but finally I decided, through Joan's persuasion, 
that I would accept. The hall leaders for our floor are: 
 
 Eloise Branche - Hall A 
 Norma Caputo - Hall B 
 Marilyn Meek - Hall C 
 Nadine Hathaway - Hall D 
 Ingrid Finnan - Hall E 
 
Our first meeting this season will be this Friday, September 17th at 2:30 pm in the game 
room. The main focus of the program is "getting to know your neighbor", but about 15 
minutes of our time together will be devoted to learning more about the work of Collington 
Foundation. Nadine Hathaway and Henry Thomas, members of the foundation board from 
our floor, will make that presentation. 
 
Joan asked that I include in this report a list of the people who made presentations at our 
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meetings last year. Here is that information: 
 
Some of the speakers for the Third Floor last year were Chris Ramsey, Kim Rivers, Vern 
Rios, Rob Reigle, and Kanika Naylor.  The best speaking event was the Birds that Fish 
presentation by Bud Gardiner and our third floor resident Mike Burke.  They shared their 
fantastic knowledge of the subject and numerous beautiful pictures.  The New Year’s safe 
party and our first gathering in the courtyard were highly successful.  
 
1000s: Peter Sherer 

The 1000s had two meetings this year one in person and one on Zoom. Four new 
residents moved into the 1000s. as cottages were vacated by moves to the Creighton 
Center and one death. 
 
The April Fools shenanigans that threated Collington with visits by Hippos in 2019 and 
last year by a gang of Barbies was more modest in 2021 with a celebration of Halloween 
in April where treats were offered to anyone brave enough to venture into the 1000s.  

 
2000s: Denise Bunting 

January and February 2021 cluster leaders focused on getting residents to the vaccine 
clinics in the auditorium. 
February – District Zoom with administration to discuss the Master Plan 
June 22, 2021 District meeting with Dorothy Yuan speaking about the Dining Committee 
July 29, 2021 District meeting with Ann Marie Rahn speaking about the various projects 
she has coordinated here 
Sept. 16, 2021 meeting scheduled with Barbara Fairchild and Pat Johns speaking about 
the Library 
Transitions 
John Miller from cottage 2001 passed away 
Eleanor Whitman from cottage 2205 moved to Brandywine 
Cluster Leaders 
Gabrielle Crumlish is the new Cluster Leader for the 2200 cluster. 
 
3000s: Ann Davie 

The district continued a pattern of occasional meetings and social events, usually in one 
of the Bump Out spaces, which works well since we are a two cluster District.  There were 
additional social events in each cluster, but the following calendar reflects a consistent 
effort at neighborliness combining both.  
 
September    Denny Klass - bereavement and grief 
 
October        Natalee Zimmerman, talk aborted by campus-wide electrical failure-       
                            Zoom continued with Neighborhood discussion 
 
November    Natalee Zimmerman, Activities Director 
 
December     Request for no meeting to allow Holiday celebrations 
 
January         Peter Fielding - Status of Health Care and Health Services Alliance (HSA) 
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February       District Meeting with CEO Ann Gillespie, prepared for by a District  
                     meeting to plan participation of anyone who wished to speak, Appreciation  
                     expressed by Ann and Kendal rep. and later shown by admin on 972. 
                      
February      Bud Gardiner and Mike Burke , slide show  Birds that Fish 
 
March         Andre Samuel, Horticulturalist,  and Charlie Clapper, Grounds Committee. 
 
April           Jim Gingerich, neighbor/resident telling of his career, activities in Foreign  
                    Service. 
 
May         No meeting... 
 
June             District wide potluck to welcome Dan Phillip, organized by Susan Wolf 
  
July              No meeting 
 
August         District wide Bump Out organized by Joan  Hoff       
 
September   Yolanda Hunter, HR director, by Zoom 

 
4000s:  Helen Weinland   

District 4000 welcomed many new residents this year, including Catherine Weber, 
Deborah Knapp and Tony Ruger, Carly Gewirz and Dean Clamons, Sara Dumont and 
Robert Miles, Donna Cotnoir, Linda Hunt, and Doris Summey. 
 
All four clusters welcomed the Artists in Residence from the University of Maryland at 
outdoor concerts during the summer of 2020.  The 4100 cluster established a practice of 
gathering in their “bump-out” for social hours, capped by a Labor Day meal.  During the 
winter, the 4000 district participated in a Zoom meeting with Ann Gillespie and members 
of the Board to discuss the Master Plan. 
 
The first in-person meeting of the district was held on September 14, 2021, when the 
attendees heard from Yolanda Hunter, the new Director of Human Resources. 
 
Marsha Voigt has agreed to take over the duties of District Representative from Helen 
Weinland, whose term expires on October 1.  Maya Reju will become Cluster Leader to 
replace Sheena Macpherson on the same date. 
 

5000s:  Dave Montgomery  
In October 2019, the District participated in the Collington identification of items needing 
“sprucing up” or other improvement. There were comments on walkways and garages, 
with odd notices of electric poles and lights. A major result was demolition of the gazebo 
in the 5100's.  
The series of speakers for District meetings began in November 2019 with Barbara 
Fairchild who addressed the Collington library and the PG County library.  
January 14, 2020, found Vern Rious the speaker, who reminisced about her many years 
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at Collington.  
On February 26, twenty District residents met on Zoom to ask questions of Sharon Carr, 
Billing Specialist. Topics covered a wide range of finances, with Medicare receiving 
significant attention. Sharon encouraged members to direct individual questions to her 
outside of this meeting.  
The District had an outdoor meeting Friday, the 12th of June, with undirected 
conversation. The Covid-imposed limit of 10 participants was guaranteed by providing just 
10 chairs in and near the gazebo. The arrival of an 11th resident was accompanied by the 
departure of another. By maintaining the necessary 6-foot separation we were able to 
obey rules while eliminating masks. The enjoyment of participants was indicated by the 
observation that the gathering lasted an hour and a half.  
In June, we also formally opened the use of the 5000 gazebo to groups not based in the 
District, but initially only to operating committees. They will need to get their intended use 
on the calendar by contacting me (Dave). District residents do not have to reserve the use 
of the gazebo although they may reserve it by contacting me.  
Sept. 9, 2020, on Zoom, Sandy Short brought us up to date on how the virus shutdown is 
affecting Collington’s marketing. Generally, adverse effects seem to have been 
minimized. Twenty residents plus Sandy participated, and we covered a little business in 
addition to Sandy’s presentation.  
In October, we heard a Zoom presentation from Phoebe Graham. We learned a lot about 
Social Services.  
In 2021, formal activity for the 5000 district moved inside. 
On Jan. 14, all residents received the forms to confirm or decline Covid vaccination. 43 of 
the 45 current district residents confirmed desire for the vaccine. The remaining couple 
declined.  
On Jan 15, some 20 residents attended a Zoom meeting with Corrine Pearce as 
presenter. She sketched her activities as Dietician at Collington. In a short question 
session, residents were encouraged to address Corrine directly about particular diets.  
Beginning in March 2021, residents gathered at the 5000 gazebo on Fridays at 5 pm for a 
social hour. Attendance varied with the weather and with conflicts from about 10 up to 20. 
As other Collington events conflicted with the District’s social hour on Friday, we moved 
the “regular” social gathering to Wednesday at 5 pm at the gazebo. The first try at the 
shift, June 9, drew 14 residents. As outdoor temperatures increased, attendance 
decreased and eventually disappeared.  
We had a Zoom meeting with Kim Rivers on April 21, 2021 with 17 attending. We talked 
generally about addressing fitness and wellness.  
In a Zoom meeting May 26, Andre Samuel responded to some questions about 
horticulture.  
In the evening of June 24, 13 residents gathered to discuss the impact of new lodging 
under the master plan on the 5000 district.  
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CHANGES IN RESIDENT POPULATION: KAREN CHENEY 
(COLLINGTON ADMINISTRATION) 

 
Resident Deaths:  46   

 Samuel Myers BW 1/8/2021 

 Clarence Bennett HC 1/8/2021 

 Cristol Fleming 1008 1/15/2021 

 Harold Abbott 114 1/7/2021 

 Hannah MacMartin AL 2/11/2021 

 Iris Thomas AL 2/22/2021 

 Penelope Stitt 230 2/7/2021 

 Sharon Fettus HC 3/19/2021 

 Buck Astone 247 2/28/2021 

 Sally Hopkins 4201 2/9/2021 

 Thomas Pollick 121 4/14/2021 

 Joyce Powell 151 4/4/2021 

 Janet Kozera 1201 10/22/2020 

 Louise Lees 2106 4/4/2021 

 Lois Levy HC 4/30/2021 

 John Miller 2001 5/2/2021 

 Gerald Burdett 259 5/4/2021 

 Mary Evans 3115 5/5/2021 

 Martha Laties HC 5/18/2021 

 Cole Blasier HC 6/6/2021 

 James Turner 5007 6/13/2021 

 HD Kim 161 6/22/2021 

 Queen Walker HC 6/28/2021 

 Frances Kolarek 148 2/9/2021 

 Norma Cassell 309 6/14/2021 

 Margaret Harris HC 7/9/2021 

 Gerry Ash 1101 6/27/2021 

 Jackie Priester HC 7/21/2021 

 Reginald Smith Arbor 8/3/2021 

 Martha Smith 260 7/21/2021 

 Constance Hammond 258 8/16/2021 

 Gay Kelly 2012 9/14/2021 

 Jenny Fielding 5111 9/15/2021 

 Paul Carrington HC 8/24/2021 

 Doug Villepique 3101 10/10/2020 

 Dale Ray 4114 9/30/2020 

 Alfred Schwartz HC 10/23/2020 

 Marion Robbins 5003 10/23/2020 

 Phyllis Herndon AL 10/28/2020 

 Norman Kempster HC 11/23/2020 
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 Sybil Pierotti HC 11/23/2020 

 Veronica Nagel HC 11/26/2020 

 Nan Oldham AL 12/4/2020 

 Merle Van Horne AL 12/12/2020 

 Marion Abbott 114 12/22/2020 

 Resa Jascourt 111 6/19/2021 

    

 New Residents:  41   

 

Robert Reed & Kathleen 
Devlin-Reed 106-108 10/1/2020 

 James Gingerich 3018 11/5/2020 

 Lily Moureaux 149 11/24/2020 

 Robert & Anne Hedley 1117 12/10/2020 

 
Benjamin Schuster & Ngoc-
Yen Lam 142 12/17/2020 

 
Frances Plunkett & Kelly 
Webb 354 1/5/2021 

 Linda Hunt 4109 1/7/2021 

 
Michele Sands & Arthur 
Goldberg 1010 1/14/2021 

 Catherine Weber 4104 2/9/2021 

 Ingrid Finnan 352 2/10/2021 

 Janet Dietrich 5102 2/19/2021 

 Richard & Trudy Neff 311 2/24/2021 

 Donna Cotnoir 4108 3/18/2021 

 Doris Summey 4114 3/30/2021 

 June Fair 255 4/1/2021 

 Graeme Baxter 1214 4/6/2021 

 Dan Phillipp 3010 5/19/2021 

 Judith Young 114 6/1/2021 

 
Dean Clamons & Carly 
Gewirz 4001 6/15/2021 

 Judith Hobson 3111 6/18/2021 

 Marilyn Filemyr 230 6/25/2021 

 
Sara Dumont & Robert 
Miles 4003 7/1/2021 

 Nancy Pashby 351 7/28/2021 

 Bradford & Lynn Reed 4005 8/23/2021 

 Delores King 327 8/25/2021 

 George & Jane Pauk 355 9/1/2021 

 Maya Atkinson 1205 9/8/2021 

 Rosalyn Graham 337 9/13/2021 

 David Fry 151 9/15/2021 

 
Deborah Kapp & Anthony 
Ruger 3016 9/15/2021 
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Moves to the Health 
Center:  15   

 Anna White 303 10/6/2020 

 Norman & Jane Kempster 355 10/18/2020 

 Sybil Pierotti 1109 11/10/2020 

 Jean Edwards 323 11/13/2020 

 Lois Levy 326 12/11/2020 

 Arthur Krueger 351 1/22/2021 

 Carolyn Petts 1202 4/5/2021 

 Ginny Mintz 3016 4/15/2021 

 Arnold Klick 3103 5/2/2021 

 Jeanne Barnett 4005 5/13/2021 

 Martha Laties 244 5/19/2021 

 Eleanor Whitman 2205 7/2/2021 

 Harry Denman Arbor 8/4/2021 

 Don Judge 145 9/16/2021 

    

 

Moved out of 
Collington:  10   

 Irmgard Dugge 1214 11/2/2020 

 Anita Daniel 3018 11/20/2020 

 Mary Jane Kelley 1205 3/17/2021 

 Marcella Sheehan HC 5/19/2021 

 Ernie Blake HC 5/26/2021 

 Bud & Rita Gardiner 144 6/30/2021 

 Grant & Margaret Bagley 5112 8/13/2021 

 Rhoda Nixon 329 9/2/2021 
  
  

 
 


